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Abstract. Changes in the joint distribution of influence functions for the 
mean vector and the covariance matrix are examined when the true 
probability distribution is contaminated. In particular, the formulas for 
influence functions of the first and second moments with respect to the 
above joint distribution are obtained and used to derive reasonable test 
statistics for multivariate normality. The formulas are extended by using 
the joint distribution of score functions for population parameters. An 
application of the extended formulas to the usual linear regression 
analysis leads to a measure of multivariate skewness which can he used to 
reduce the effect of non-normality of the response variable. Also, some 
relationship between the extended formulas and goodness-of-fit statistics 
is discussed and used to derive test statistics for multivariate normality. 
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1. Introduction 

Many of the standard multivariate statistical methods depend on the 
assumption of multivariate normality. Thus, in analyzing multivariate data, 
we often face the problem of detecting influential observations which may 
affect the estimation of  the mean vector and the covariance matrix. Let F 
be an underlying p-variate distribution function with mean vector p ' =  
(/tl,...,/tp) and covariance matrix Z '= (a0), i, j =  1,.. . ,p. An influential 
observation X'=  (X~,...,Xp), which may have a possible effect on the 
estimation of  p and _r, is detected by the influence functions for /a  and X, 
that is, 

(1.1) IF(X;/~) =lira ° (#(P) - # ( F ) ) I t  = X - # ,  

and 
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